TABLES OF DISTINCTION
For the first time in two years, the restaurant business is full of momentum. Creativity and
ambition abound as our best chefs eye a post-Covid world with optimism, bringing a raft of
openings to both city and countryside. By Joe Rogers

VOLTA DEL FUENTI, Amalfi Coast
Chef Michele De Blasio returns from the RitzCarlton Osaka to helm the latest opening
in Fuenti Gardens. The venture promises a
spectacular vantage on the Tyrrhenian Sea
and a celebration of Campanian produce.
giardinidelfuenti.com
BRUTALISTEN, Stockholm
Equal parts beguiling and baffling from artist
Carsten Höller and chef Stefan Eriksson. “We
are born Brutalist eaters, as mother’s milk is
essentially Brutalist,” declares the manifesto of
a menu, which finds a permanent home in the
Swedish capital with its dishes as pared back
as its decor. brutalisten.com
From left: Lisboeta chef Nuno Mendes, and his tofu stew with lobster
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MORA, Hong Kong
A bijou French spot from fine-dining superstar
Vicky Lau. Head chef Percy Ho serves a
Characters of Soy tasting menu that explores the
many facets of the beautiful bean. mora.com.hk
LISBOETA, London
Fresh from exec-chef duties at Chiltern
Firehouse, Nuno Mendes pens a love letter to
Portuguese cooking. Small plates like cured
amberjack and Alentejo black pork precede
sharable Arroz de Marisco with red prawns
and razor clams. A classic in the making.
lisboeta.co.uk

LITTLE SAINT, Healdsburg, California
Hyper-local,
elbows-on-the-table
vegan
dining from the team behind the threeMichelin-starred SingleThread. An excellent
addition to the Wine Country food scene
with communal seating and live music on
Thursdays. littlesainthealdsburg.com
CASA CRUZ, New York City
The new venue from restaurateur Juan Santa
Cruz is set to open this autumn, offering an
evolution of the London original with some

ALSO OF NOTE
Gucci Osteria da Massimo
Bottura (gucciosteria.com)
in Seoul marks the Italian
maestro’s first Asian
restaurant; NYC mainstay
Pastis (cafepastis.net)
brings modern French
dishes to South Miami;
Line (lineathens.gr) bar
and restaurant pairs smart
hot dogs and small plates
with an array of on-trend
tipples in the Greek
capital; Villa Frantzén
(frantzengroup.com)
brings a dose of Nordic
cuisine and cocktails
to Bangkok; Noema
(noemamykonos.com)
reopened on Mykonos this
May with a bang, serving
modern Greek cuisine and
biodynamic wine.

The Fuenti Gardens, an Amalfi Coast oasis and home to the new Volta del Fuenti restaurant
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